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Current Events in National and State Importance Major Security Challenges - National Integrity, National Integrity and national Communal Movement and special reference to Kerala - Politics, Social, Economic and Cultural Physical Movement, Social and Economic Geography of India and Special Emphasis on Kerala (A) Indian Polity and Governance, Greeting Features of the
Constitution of India, Political System, Panchayatiraj System, Public Policy (b) Human Rights Issues (Human Rights, Rights to Education, Rights of Information etc)Social Auditing, Lokayuktha, Ombudsman, Women Commission, Children Labour Economic and Social Development – Sustainable Development, Poverty Alleviation, Inclusion, Demographic and Social Sector
Environmental Initiatives, Biodiversity, Changes in Climatics and General Disaster Management Sciences – Common Scientific Facts, Important Scientific Phenomena, Indian Achievements in the Field of Science, Milestones in the Field of Indian Space Program : - It can be noted that apart from the detailed topics above, questions from other topics prescribed for the educational
qualification of the post may also appear in the question paper. There is no undertaking that all of the topics above can be covered in the question paper. Courtesy: keralapsc.org posted by: PSC Library 29, 2019 Kera Public Service Commission decided to perform an exam for the Post of Deputy Collected at the Land Income Department. Syllabus for the CollectEd Deputy Exam
below Primary Topics: Part I: Quantitative Aptitude Part II: Mental Capacity &amp; Reasoning Test Part II: Part General Science IV: Current Affairs V: Facts about Part India: Facts about Kerala PartVII: Constitution of India &amp; India Civil Rights Party: General Part IX: Regional Language (Malayalam / Tamil / Cannada) PART X LI&amp;gt; Cyber Law Maximum: 100 Duration: 1
hour 15Minutes Average of question: Part I VIII &amp; X- English Part IX – Malayalam / Tamil / Kannada Mode of examination: OMR/ONLINE (Target Multiple Choice) Kerala PSC Deputy Collected Prior Paper: Previous question papers from Deputy Collected Examination performed by Kera PSC are provided below. Paper questions from other PSC Degree Exams are also
available. Kerala PSC Deputy Collected Prior Paper Exam 09-04-2011 Visit the link below for the Previous Question Papers at PSC Degree Level Exams. Assistant Secretary, Assistant University, Assistant Class 2 Boards Company, Sub-Inspector Police, Forest Range Officer, Block Development Officer (BDO), Junior Staff Officer, Municipal Secretary, Panchayat Secretary, ICDS
Supervisor, SC-ST Development Officer, Assistant Jailor, Assistant Secretary of Finance, Assistant 2 Grade 2Th, Sales Assistant Grade 2,..... etc. are some of the Degree Level Tests performed by Kerala Public Service Commission. If you want more Degree Level Paper Questions, just comment below. Kerala PSC Assistant Secretary Before Paper Questions Kerala PSC Class 2
Before Paper Question Kerala PSC Assistant Before Paper Kerala PSC Range forest before Paper question Kerala PS Assistant Class 2 Home Paper Kerala PSC ICDS Supervisor Solve Kera PSC parable Secretary Prior to Paper Questions Kerala PSC Sales Assistant Class 2 prior to paper Kerala PSC-ST Paper Prevlopman Question Paper Kerala PSC Former Superintendent
Before Paper PSC Library provides Paper Question Model for each PSC Kerala exam. Go to Test Models are important. That only when one realizes how much they've learned. Process Model Question Papers at Kerala PSC Degree Exams and assess your own exam preparation. Identify the subjects in which you are quite weak and begin studying accordingly. PSC Level Level
Examination Model Questions Kerala PSC University Assistant Paper Question Pattern and hopefully Cutoff Other Paper Question Pattern PSC Libraries encourage our visitors to share the negative aspects of our site. We will use this information to create that type. Deputy Collected 2019 Key Answer Sheet Questions: Kerala PSC released Deputy Collected 2019 question papers
and answered clearly on the official website, keralapsc.gov.in. In this post, candidates can download Deputy Collected 2019 question papers on this post. Previous question papers are a highly valued asset for all candidates prepared for the Congressman's Collection Exam. Get here the Questions Paper of Deputy Collected 2019 exam. Deputy Collector 2019 Questions Paper
Kerala PSC published Deputy Collector Inquiries Papers in the year 2019. You can download the question paper and answer keys in the link below-provided. Click and Download Deputy Collector 2019 Paper Click and Download Deputy Collected Key Answer 2019 KPSC Deputy Collector 2019: Test Overprotective School Post NonDeputy Collected (SR to SC/ST) Question
Code3/2019 SdepartmentLand RevenueCategory Number289/2018Medium of QuestionEnglish/ MalayalamOrganizationKera Public Service CommissionOfficial Site webraplapsc.gov.inExam Date26/09/2019 19. If in a certain code HEIST encoded as ESIXT, how is PLUTO encoded in the same language? (a) OLUTP(b)PTUOL(c)PTULO(d) None of these 2. In a CERTAIN code is
535301, UNCLE as 84670, and BOY as 129, how IS CHILD code? (a) 524(b) 846(c)335(d) None of these 3. How many 9 are precedents by 3 in the bay sequence? 8967393783945699(a)1(b)2(c)3(d)4 4. Which of the missing numbers will fill the series? 7, 10, 9, 12, 11, –––, –––. (a) 10, 13 (b) 13, 14 (c) 14, 13 (d) None of these 5. If Pnotes ÷, Q dnot ×, R dnotes+, and snotes -,
18 Q 12 P 4 R 5 S 6 = ? (a) 52(b) 57(c)95(d) None of these 6. The three numbers in the 4 ratio: 5:6 and the average is 25. The largest number is (a)42(b)30(c)36(d) None of these 7. Find out missing numbers of alternatives in the range of these numbers 27964: (a)4(b)6(c)9(d) 16 8. The number of first between 59 and 101 is ––. (a) 10 (b) 9 (c) 8 (d) 7 9. Who's the following is a
rational one? (a)  2 2 (b) 425000 � 98(c) 2581(d) None of these 10. What is the minimum number of machines that could be moved in this format? Two cars in front of a car, two cars behind a car and a car between two cars: (a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 5(d) 6 11. Who are some from the others? (a) Pilot (b) driver (c) Sing (d) Professor 12. Which is the different one of these articles? (A)
Cham(b) Elephant (c) Channel(d) Ox 13. Fill this series with a letter from alternatives provided by CX RETE ––. (a) V(b) Z(c) F (d) E) 14. Replace underlined words of 14 and 15 with appropriate sentences from alternatives given: the Prime Minister is to visit Clinton. (A) Call in (b) Call (c) Call (c) Call (d) Call 15. The poor villagers have built the cow dropped off in the wind. (Total
maks120) www.keralapscblog.com(a) Set up (b) Set up (c) Set up (d) Set aside 16. As a bird is feathers, so is a cat in –––. (a) Crazy (b) Hair (c) Declaration(d) Paw 17. As revolution is changing, so treat is in ––. (A) Diseases : Medicine (b) Food : Energy (c) Famous: Notorious (d) Treated : ––18. If B says that her mother is the only daughter of Mother A how A is related to B? (A)
Son(b) Father (c) Brother (d) Fall 19. A and B are cool. C and D are the ones. The Son of A's brother Is Packing Brother. How does B relate to D? (A) Father(b) Fall (c) Brother (d) Grandfather 20. Hurricanes are related to anticyclone in the same way as flood-related ––? (A) Havoc (b) River (c) Drought (d) Devastation 21. Starvation related to nourishment. Fatigue in similar ways
relating to ––? (a) Recoil(b) Forget (c) Harvesting(d) Underestimate(e) None of these 22. Stretching out a lady said she is the daughter of my father's son-in-law. How is the woman related to the girl? (A) Sister-in-law (b) Tent(c) Mother(d) Cousins (Of Q. North of 23 and 24, 3 intellectual words are provided. Select a word from the given alternatives that are part of the same group)
23. Pituitary, Thyroid, Pancreas -. (A) Adrenal (b) Heart (c) Times (d) Reney 24. Sharks, Cod, Eel-Turner. (A) Whale (b) Fish . (C) Dolphin (d) Oyster 25. A started from one point and it goes 4 kms north and turns left and moves 2 kms. West. Then it turned left and moved 4 km. How far is he away from his departure point? (a)4kms(b) 2 miles (c) 6 km(d) none of these 26. Archive
remembering his father's birthday is between 17th and 20th September. But his sister remembers their father's birthday is between 18th and 22nd September. On what father's holiday? (a) September 18 (b) September 19 (c) September 20 (d) September 21, September 27. How many days from January 20,2000 to April 14, 2000 including both days? ''(a)84(b)85(c)86(d) 87 28.
Instruments can be protected from magnetic effects outside by which their enthusiasts and (a) glass protected - (b) copper (c) Tire Shields (d) Iron 29. If isracket fight, rocket is football, soccer is craft, craft is likdo, liquid is cafrom, what is cricket played with (a) racket(b) Football(c) Bat(d) Shuttle 30. If the plantain is apples, apples are grapes, is mango, black mango, black is goave,
which of the following is a yellow fruit? (a) Mango(b) Guava(c) Apple(d) Black 31. The sum of digits in a digit number is 10. If the digits place are exchanged, the new number is greater than the original number by 18, what is the original number? (a) 73'(b) 64(c)37(d) None of these 32. Featuring Krishna's age is 1/4th which at the present age of her father. After 4 pairs the sum of
age will be 68. How old is the present in Krishna? (a) 19 . . (b) 15 (c) 16 (d) 12 33. Who were the Hindu king to show as veena players in ancient coins? (a) Vikramaditya(b) Ashoka(c)Samudragupta(d) Shivaji 34.Ki the people among the following are credited with algebra invention? (A) Aryabhatta(b) Bhaskara(c) Medhatithi(d) None of these 35. The first general election in India
took place in - . (a) 1950(b) 1952(c) 1951(d) 1953 36. The Constitution of India came into force in (A) 1947(b) 1948(c) 1949(d) 1950 37. The collector arrived at the conference room for a meeting at 10.30pm. It was early by 20 mnts than the Congressman Collector, who had delayed by 30 mnts. At which time the meeting was scheduled. (a) 4.50p.m. (b) 4.10p.m. (C) 4.20p.m. (d)
4.40p.m. 38. The price of 20 items is the same as selling price of 15 items. The percentage of profits in the transaction is (a) 20(b)25(c)33 j% (d) 50% 39%. If Doctor relates to Patients, Teachers relate to- (A) Respect (b) Wage (c) Job(d) Pupil 40. Who's the following is a star? (A) Earth (b) Venus (c) Mars(d) None of these PARTs (Questions 41 to 80 carry 1 mark each). 41.
Choose the word opposite of meaning in God's Word Analysis. . (a) Anarchy (b) Synthesis (c) Separation (d) Emphasis (e) None of these 42: What's the following means the same as Remember? (a) Recoil(b) Forget (c) Harvesting(d) Underestimate(e) None of these 43. Choose out the word or nearest phrase of meaning Burglary: (a) Illegal Entry (b) Crimes commit at night (c)
Mugging(d) Step (e) None of these 44. In the list below to select the word including all the others: (a) Office(b) Chairs (c) Table(d) Furniture (e) Cupboard 45. Which of those words means to someone who never took alcoholic drinks? (A) Teetotaller(b) Vegan(c) Addict(d) Totalitarian (e) None of these 46. Show the misspelt word (a) Beginning(b) Hymen (c) Vacuum(d)
Pronunciation (e) None of these 47. Select the steel word correctly: (a) Symmetry(b) Vomitation (c) Hippocrat (d) Accumulator (e) None of these 48. The word Bar expresses the cry (a) Crows(b) Dogs(c) Movement(d) Beef (e) None of these (Questions 49 and 50. Express not a single word the leader has in the emphasis party.) 49. He was loved by the people. 50. He Suffered
from the Habit walked about in his sleep. 51. Select the correct answer from the given alternative: Oxygen is ––. (a) an oxygen form (b) used in degrees at Oxford University. (c) The pluriel of the OX(d) of herd (e) none of these 52. The last participation in lies is ––. (A) line (b) lain (c) lay(d) set(e) None of these (Questions 53 and 54. Fill in the blank spaces using appropriate
prepositions) 53. The cat is hidden – – us – – – the table. 54. Come ––10––Friday morning. (Questions 55 and 56. Fill in the blank spaces with appropriate items) 55. We want –––– the help ––– some willingness. 56. This is ––– the European company; it was established only --- years ago. (Questions 57 and 58. Insert some or any as needed). 57. I want to – – – new potaty; are
you –? 58. Do not – – noise; he wants to get – – – sleep. (Questions 59 and 60. Insert either fairly or rather in the blank spaces). 59. I'm afraid I wrote it --- quickly, but I think you'll get it – – correct. 60. I had a -- good memory for no, but I –––– bad on date. Rewrite these sentences correctly). 61. We could well hear what he said, couldn't we? 62. Me and he are cool cousins. 63. I
would have done it if I were you. 64. Many flee after wealth. 65. No sooner did I enter the room when I saw the kobra. Rewrite as directed). 66. Did you do that with the money you gave me? (Arrange the dead properly to make a question) 67. A new company took the business over. (Turn to the passive voice). 68. To be wise after the event is perfectly easy. (Rewrite using the
introductory word Read.) 69. Hamlet is Shakespeare's most popular player. (Change to the positive degree). 70. He had many disciples. The biggest of them was Aristotle. (Combine into a simple sentence). 71. Here is the magazine. You were looking for it. (Combine sentences to make a complex sentence.) 72. He is too weak to walk. (Also Removed). 73. He (writes) a novel for
the last two years, but he (no longer ends) it. (Rewrite using the correct tension form of the verbs provided in parentheses). 74. Sheila Angry asked: 'Mom, where is my goal? (Switch to indirect speech). (Read these passages carefully and answer the questions of understanding below. Select the correct answer to the provided alternatives). Helping others physically, by removing
physical needs is true, but helping is much more substantial as it is beyond reach because the need is greater. If someone can be removed for an hour; he will help him indeed; if he desires that he may be removed for a year, he will further assist him; but if he desire to be removed forever, it is certainly the greatest aid that can receive it. It is only with knowledge of the spirit that the
faculty of wants to anniile forever; so help someone spiritually is the best help that can extend him. Those who give spiritual knowledge are the greatest benefactor of humanity. A spiritually and the sound of man may be mighty in each other's respect, if he desires. Until there is spiritual strength in man even physical need cannot be properly satisfied. And in the spiritual come
intellectual help. The gift of knowledge is a greater gift than that of food and clothing; it is even higher than giving life to a man, because the real life of man consists of knowledge. Ignorance is death, knowledge is life. Next comes, of course, physical help. That's why we should always strive to not strive to think that physical aid is the only kind of help that can be provided. It is the
least important, because it can never bring permanent satisfaction. So help that tends to make us strong spiritually is of the highest attribute, next comes intellectual help, and after that physical help.75. The central idea of the passage is (a) the need for social change (b) the importance of spiritual strength. (C) That we can never put an unwanted end (d) the power of knowledge
(e) none of these 76. What is regarded as the best form of help? (a) Donations of food and clothing. (b) Physical help. (c) Remove ignorance (d)help that makes us false spiritually (e) none of these 77. The author is of the view that (a) spiritual help is the world's supreme. (b) Intellectual aid is the least important. (C) The gift of knowledge is superior to the knowledge of the spirit.
78. The arguments in the paragraph suggest that the author is: (a) A politician (b)interested only in the pursuit of intellectual (c) A thought and philosopher(d)A religious fan (e)None of these 79. Find word in the lookup meaning: (a) Destroy completely(b) One that provides help type help 80. If this sentence is true or false: For an uninformed person is as good as they have died and
possess knowledge is to be alive. PART-C (Each question carries 5 marks.) 81. (a) Not only the Kerality of Central Cabinet and its portfolio. (b) The name of the woman MP in Lok Sabha from Kerala and the constituent she represents. (c) Name of the Kerality working on particles that travel faster than the light and name of the particle. (d) The name of a district in Kerala has a
different name from that of its headquarters and gives the name to their headquarters. (E) The name of the woman in Kerality who received the Liver award and the name of the book for which the award was given. 82. (a) Who is credited with the green revolution in India? (b) Who is credited with the white revolution in India? (c) Who from India won the first Olympic medal in
Sydney? (d) Who is the ethnic Indian Prime Minister thrown out of office by civil sewing? (E) Name the most abundant elements on the earth and in the universe.83. Name any five Nobel Lareates in India and the areas under which each award was awarded. 84. These dates are celebrated as (a) January 30 (b) 5 June (c) July 11 (d) September 5 85. Expand these abbreviation
(A)SOUTH(b) ANERT(c)ASEAN(d)CTBT(e) 86. Answer these questions pertaining to India (A) with highest and lowest literacy (b)largest and smaller states in terms of area (c)Most populated and at least populated (d) higher damages and longest damage (e)Higher civil premiums with highest gallantry premium 87. The author's name in each of these books (a) My Presidential
Year(b) Satanic Locker (c) Juggling Book (d) Golden Gate (e) Laja 88. (a) Name of the newly nude submarine into the Barents Sea. (b) The name of the planet that was recently hit by a strange big meteor. (C) Name of a rare and important mineral found on the beaches of Kerala and Tamil Nadu. (d) Names of current hot oceans occurring on the Indian coast once in every seven
to eight years and believed to cause wide spreads to fall. (e) Name the isolated element from the trash of naked reactor. ANSWER: FULLY SOLVED PSC PAPER 1. (C) In the same way the PLUTO is encoded as PTULO 2. (A) SON 524 3. (c) 8 9 6 7 3 3 3 7 8 3 9 4 5 6 3 9 9 Car 3 like 9 4. (C) +2+2+2 | � | �| � 7 10 9 12 11 14 13 |  | +2+2 5. (d) 18 Q 12P 4R 5S 6  18×12÷4
+ 5–6 = 18×3 + 5–6 = 53 6. (b) Leave the numbers to be 4x, 5x and 6x therefore the largest number = 6×5 = 30 to 7. (a) The numbers given follows the rule 13, 12, 23, 22, 33, 32, 43...... That's why the correct answer is 22 = 4. 8. (c) The first numbers between 59 and 101 are 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89 and 97. So there are 8 prime numbers between 59 and 101. 9. (d) All of the
given numbers are irrational numbers. 10. (A) 3 11. (C) Sing 12. (C) Channel. Except everyone else's dogs are banned. 13. (A) V 14. (B) Call 15. (D) Set on 16. (A) Furniture 17. (D) There is no answer to this question. The answer to this question is the Treaty: Peace. 18. (d) is the only mother the daughter of A means is A. A's sister is the mother of B. Therefore the uncle of B. 19.
(b) Fall 20. (C) Drought 21. (A) Energy 22. (B) Tent 23. (A) Adrenal (All are endocrine glands) 24. (c) Dolphin 25. (b) The movement A is as shown as below. Le sa a, 25 = 5 4 + 5 + 6 3 x x x x x   E X I S S S I X T � �   Finalman li se nan yon distans de 2 km soti nan pwen komanse li 'yo. 26. (b) September 19th. 27. (c) Since 2000 is a leap year, therefore February has 29
days. Total number of days = 12 + 29 + 31 + 14 = 86 to 28. (A) Glass protect29. (A) Rockets 30. (c) Apple 31. None of these. The correct answer is 46. 32. (d) Let's introduce age in Krishna be x years. Age = 4x After four years x + 4x + 4 + 4 = 68  x = 12 Therefore introduce ages of Krishna = 12 years. 33. (c) Samudragupta. They called him Indian Napolean. 34. (A) Aryabhatta
35. (b) 1952. The first general election began in 1951 and process ended in 1952. 36. (d) 1950 37. (b) 4.10pm.38. (C) Requires profit        �  20 15 15 100 33 1% 39%. (D) 40. (D) None of these 41. (b) Synthesis 42. (C) Harvesting 43. (D) Trespas 44. (D) Furniture 45. (A) Teetotaller 46. (d) Pronunciation (Correct Autoplete - pronunciation) 47. (A) Symmetry
48. Cow 49. Popular 50. Somnambulism 51. (E) None of these 52. (B) Rain 53. The cat is hidden from us under the table. 54. Come in at 10 on Friday morning. 55. We want help from some volunteers. 56. This is a European firm; it was established only a year ago. 57. I want some potater; do you have any? 58. Make noise; he wants to sleep. 59. I'm afraid I wrote it instead
quickly, but I think you'll find it fairly correct. 60. I had a fairly good memory of no, but I'd rather be bad on date.61. We may have heard what he said, could we? 62. He and I are cousins. 63. I would have done it if I were you. 64. Many a man flee after riches. No sooner did I go into the room than I saw the kobra. 66 What did you do with the money I gave you? 67. The business has
been taken over by a new company. 68. It is perfectly easy to be wise after the event.69. No other player in Shakespeare is as famous as Hamlet. 70. Aristotle was the greatest of all his followers. 71. Here is the magazine which you have been looking for. 72. He is so weak that he cannot walk. 73. He has written a novel for the last two years, but he hasn't finished it yet. 74. Sheila
asked her mother where she did so. 75. (b) The importance of spiritual strength. 76. (d) Help that makes us strong physically. 77. (a) Spiritual help is the world's supreme. 78. (c) A thought and philosopher. 79. (A) Annihilate (b) Benefactor 80. Real. PART - C 81. (A) Now there are 7 Keralites in Central Cabinet. (b) C.S. Sujatha from Mavelikara and P. Sathidevi from Vadakara. (C)
Ennackel Professor Chandy George Sudarsan - spotions (d) Iduki - Painav is the headquarters of Iduki district.  has headquarters with different names is Wayanad - Carlpetta and Ernakulam - Kakanad. (E) Arundhati Roy - It is the first kerality to have won the Liver Prize for his first novel God of Small Things in 1997. 82. (A) M.Swaminathan called Father of the Indian Revolution
Green.  Norman Borlaug, an American scientist helped Indian scientists for the application of the Green Revolution in sixty.  C. Subhramaniam who was minister of agriculture at this time is of the main architect of the Green Revolution in India. (B) Dr Varghese Kurian  flood related surgeries with the increase in milk production in India. Dr Varghese Kurian is the brain behind
the growth behind the growth of AMUL (Milk Union Amul Limited) in co-operation sector of Gujarat.  India is the leading producer of milk in the world. (C) Karnam Malleswari from the State of Andhra Pradesh. It won bronze medicine in 69 kg category of relief. He is the first medal winner of India at the Olympics. (D) Mahendra Chaudhary of Fiji is the first Indian prime minister
dropped out of office.  George Speight was the civil sewing leader. (E) Oxygen (46.6%) The most luxurious element in the earth and in the universe is Nitrogen. 83. Indian Nobel Prize winners Rabindranath Tagore - - 1913 C.V. Rarely - Physics - 1930 Hargobind Khurana - Medicine - 1968 Mother Theresa - Peace - 1979 Subhramanyam Chandrasekhar - Physics - 1983 Amartia
Saint - Economics - 1998 84. (a) January 30 - Matyrs Day. This is in memory of Mahatma Gandhi who died January 30, 1948. (b) June 5 - World Environment Day. (c) July 11 - World Population Day.  world population crossed $5 billion on July 11, 1987. (D) September 5 - Prophecy Days. This is the birth anniversary of the philosopher of India's President Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. (E) December 1 - World Sidi Day. 85. (a) SID – Immune Technology Deficiency (b) ANERT – Agency for conventional energy and rural technology. (c) ASEAN - Association of South Asian Nations. (d) CTBT – Comprehensive Bench Treaty. (E) GATT - General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 86. (a) According to the 2001 license, state and the lowest literacy rate
is Bihar (47.53%) and State with the highest literacy rate is Kerala (90.92%). (B) Rajasthan is the largest state. Goa is the smallest state. (C) West Bengal is the most populated state followed by Kerala.  Arunachal Pradesh is the smallest populated state. (D) Nangal Nangal across the River Sutlej is the biggest damage. Hirakud across the River Mahanadi is the longest
damage. (E) Bharat Ratna is the highest civilian award and Param Vir Chakra is Gallande's highest award. 87. (a) My Presidential Year - R. Venkataraman (b) Satanic Rinse - Salman Rushdie (c) Juggling Book - Rudyard Kipling (d) Gate to Golden – Vikram Seth (e) Laja – Taslima Nasreen 88. (A) Kursk of Russia (b) Jupiter(c) Monazite (d) El Nino (e) Plutonium Download this
paper (Congressman Collects Solving Paper Questions) and more questions and answers. Click below the Download button
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